
QuiBids Wants to Know What You Do with Your QuiBids Wins
QuiBids is hosting a video contest in which the winner will receive an iPad and gift card of choice.

Oklahoma City, OK — July 17, 2012 — Ever wonder what people do with their online auction site wins? QuiBids.com, the world’s leading
entertainment retail auction, intends to find out this month when they partner with PennyBurners.com to host a 60-second video contest where
the winner receives a third-generation iPad and a $100 gift card of their choice.

The “What Do You Do with Your QuiBids Wins?” contest began July 17 and will be open to submissions until August 14, 2012. Videos must be
submitted via the QuiBids Facebook page, must not be longer than 60 seconds and must communicate what you won and what you do with it.
Submissions will be judged by three QuiBids employees on the criteria of distinction, originality, and how well the customer’s message is
communicated.

“We’ve heard some great stories on calls with customers, through social media, and in our recurring QuiBidder of the Week contest, and we
want to learn and share even more about what our customers do with the products they win,” said Jill Farrand, QuiBids’ director of public
relations.

PennyBurners was founded in April 2010 to broadcast unbiased and open discussion about the online auction/penny auction industry. In
addition to hosting resources for online auction beginners and a community forum, PennyBurners regularly publishes news, reviews, and
strategy regarding auction sites, working as a watchdog for the budding industry.

“We’re thrilled to work with PennyBurners on this contest,” said Farrand. “They’ve done so much to help encourage our industry by informing
customers — it’s really an honor to collaborate with them.” 

About QuiBids: QuiBids, pronounced (‘kwi-bids’) as in Quick Bids, is a fun and exciting auction website where you can win big ticket items at
amazingly low prices. QuiBids launched in October 2009 and has expanded with their improved internet auction model. QuiBids live auctions
are more exciting, reliable and safer than other online auction websites. With the Buy Now feature, no one ever has to walk away empty-
handed. QuiBids’ primary goal is simple: We are dedicated to providing an exciting online auction model with better deals for the consumer
than any other website online.
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